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Encyclopedia Prehistorica Dinosaurs: The Definitive Pop Up
Travel back in time to find out about the fantastical wildlife that lived on Earth before we did. From the first living cells to fearsome dinosaurs and giant mammals, take a journey through prehistory to find out about the supersized, the scary, and the downright
bizarre animals and plants that inhabited Earth in ancient times. Broken down by animal or plant type, there are profiles on more than 40 key species. With famous favourites such as mighty Tyrannosaurus and huge woolly mammoths, as well as lesser-known
organisms, including five-eyed Opabinia and aeroplane-sized pterosaur Quetzalcoatlus, children won't fail to be captivated by the amazing range of beasts on display. Learn about the primeval world itself and how the Earth has changed over time, why fossils form,
and the arrival of early humans. Detailed artworks bring the past to life, while pronunciation guides help with tricky names, and a visual index provides a quick overview of every species in the ebook. My Book of Dinosaurs and Prehistoric Life is an ideal first ebook
about early plants and animals, and is sure to be a hit with fact-obsessed young fans of all things dinosaurs and other prehistoric life.
A children's book that takes you back in time to dig up dazzling dinosaurs, learn facts about fossils, practice your paleontology, and go on a journey of dinosaur discovery. The latest title in the popular My Encyclopedia of Very Important... series, this visually
stunning dinosaur book for children is a must-have for fact fanatics everywhere. Easily accessible to young readers through a balance of striking images and conversational, age-appropriate text, this dinosaur encyclopedia will tap into every child's natural curiosity
and answer all their biggest questions about this amazing lost world. Bursting with up-to-date facts and discoveries, this exciting dinosaur encyclopedia includes everything from an in-depth exploration of the Triassic, Jurassic, and Cretaceous Periods and how fossils
are made, to detailed profiles of popular dinosaurs such as the mighty Tyrannosaurus rex, to more unfamiliar species such as the mini Microraptor. Covering a huge range of topics, My Encyclopedia of Very Important Dinosaurs is so much more than an ordinary
kid's book--it's the book that every young fossil hunter and dinosaur enthusiast will want to own.
Combines the work of a renowned paleontologist and paleoartist in a three-dimensional omnibus of dinosaur-themed Picturebacks, including Dinosaurs!, Prehistoric Monsters! and Dino Babies!, in a volume complemented by a sturdy pair of 3-D glasses.
Sink your teeth into an offer of prehistoric proportions! This dino-dumpbin contains nine copies (including one free display copy) of Encyclopedia Prehistorica: Sharks and Other Sea Monsters, the spectacular pop-up follow-up to the bestselling Encyclopedia
Prehistorica: Dinosaurs. The impressive display will not only bring the prehistoric underwater world back to life, but is sure to scare up gigantic sales!
The Big Book of Dinosaurs
Encyclopedia Prehistorica Sharks and Other Sea Monsters
Love That Dog
The Ultimate Reference to 355 Dinosaurs from the Triassic, Jurassic and Cretaceous Periods, Including More Than 900 Illustration
My Book of Dinosaurs and Prehistoric Life
Jurassic World: The Ultimate Pop-Up Book

From renowned pop-up masters Robert Sabuda and Matthew Reinhart comes an awe-inspiring tribute to the world's most beloved extinct animals and their 180-million-year reign on our planet. Open this book and a massive T.
REX springs out, flashing a startling jawful of jagged teeth. Turn the next spread and a ravishing raptor unfurls and appears to fly off the edge of the page. Inside the amazing ENCYCLOPEDIA PREHISTORICA: DINOSAURS are
"shield bearers" in full-body armor, creatures with frilly headgear, and weighty, long-necked giants. There are even amusing tidbits on the history of paleontology itself — like a pop-up version of a Victorian New Year's
dinner in the belly of a dinosaur model, or a pair of scientists locked in a literal tug-of-war over bones. Full of fascinating facts and lighthearted good humor, this breathtaking book includes fascinating, up-to-theminute information about popular dinosaurs as well as many lesser-known varieties. With each of six spreads featuring one spectacular, large pop-up as well as booklets of smaller pop-ups and text, ENCYCLOPEDIA
PREHISTORICA: DINOSAURS is a magnificent display of paper engineering and creativity — an astonishing book that will be read, admired, and treasured forever.
Of especially naughty children it is sometimes said, "They must have been raised by wolves." The Incorrigible children actually were. Thanks to the efforts of Miss Penelope Lumley, their plucky governess, Alexander,
Beowulf, and Cassiopeia are much more like children than wolf pups now. They are accustomed to wearing clothes. They hardly ever howl at the moon. And for the most part, they resist the urge to chase squirrels up trees.
Despite Penelope's civilizing influence, the Incorrigibles still managed to ruin Lady Constance's Christmas ball, nearly destroying the grand house. So while Ashton Place is being restored, Penelope, the Ashtons, and the
children take up residence in London. Penelope is thrilled, as London offers so many opportunities to further the education of her unique students. But the city presents challenges, too, in the form of the palace guards'
bearskin hats, which drive the children wild—not to mention the abundance of pigeons the Incorrigibles love to hunt. As they explore London, however, they discover more about themselves as clues about the children's—and
Penelope's—mysterious past crop up in the most unexpected ways. . . .
Get ready to roar with this updated edition of DK's beloved Big Book of Dinosaurs Dinosaurs fascinate young children, and this colorful catalog of those mysterious creatures from the past will keep even toddlers
entertained for hours. Children will love spotting and learning to name all the different dinosaurs--from the fierce, meat-eating Tyrannosaurus and the long-necked, plant-eating Diplodocus to the armor-plated Stegosaurus
and the tiny, hen-sized Compsognathus.
Kids can go on a visual tour of the prehistoric world, exploring the plants, the reptiles, the swimmers, the flyers, the dinosaurs, the mammals, and more in this comprehensive and fully updated visual celebration of
prehistoric life. Part of the series of award-winning, best-selling DK encyclopedias for children, this title has been completely revised to provide a comprehensive visual exploration of the entire range of prehistoric
animal life. Dinosaurs: A Visual Encyclopedia is not simply a catalog of facts and photos - it is a visual celebration of the history of all life on Earth, with a special focus on dinosaurs. More than 100 dinosaur species
are featured, many illustrated with brand new artworks, exclusive to DK. The new images vividly reflect the very latest research into what these prehistoric creatures looked like, including thrilling new discoveries about
feathered dinosaurs.
My First Pop-Up Dinosaurs
Have Some Prehistoric Fun!
Winter in White
My City
The Complete Collection
The Hidden Gallery
Robert Sabuda brings story of Peter Pan, Wendy, Captain Hook, and Neverland to life with his innovative and inventive pop-ups!
Here is the ultimate identification guide for dinosaur enthusiasts, featuring more than 355 creatures, written by an acknowledged expert. A comprehensive introduction explains the Age of Dinosaurs and their classification and development. Fascinating anatomical drawings demonstrate their skeletal
make-up, and the habitats in which they lived are depicted in evocative illustrations. The main section of the book is an encyclopedia of dinosaurs and prehistoric creatures, arranged according to type. Each entry contains a description of the creature's key identifying features, evolutionary adaptations
and details of the fossil evidence.
Introduces the true story of Victorian artist Benjamin Waterhouse Hawkins, who built life-sized models of dinosaurs in the hope of educating the world about these awe-inspiring ancient animals and what they were like.
Introduce your child to the awe-inspiring prehistoric world with this first reference book! From Plateosaurus and Velociraptor to Tyrannosaurus rex (T-rex) and Thecodontosaurus, this dinosaur children's book brings your budding palaeontologist face-to-face with these fascinating creatures! This
fantastic reference book for children includes fun facts about dinosaurs like the tallest dinosaur and who laid the largest dinosaur egg! It also includes: - "Hands-on" boxes on each page suggest activities that children can try at home - Dinosaur themed quiz questions throughout the book with answers
available - Colour photographs and clear, age-appropriate text make learning about dinosaurs fun - Provides an all-round education for children who are just starting to learn Perfect for homework or just for fun, let your little dinosaur lover be captivated by the incredible range of prehistoric beasts on
display! They'll unearth fossils and learn where dinosaurs came from, how they lived, what happened to them, and so much more. It's the ultimate encyclopedia that every young fossil hunter will want to own! Stay up-to-date with the ever-changing world of dinosaurs! Covering the Triassic, Jurassic
and Cretaceous periods, First Dinosaur Encyclopedia contains jaw-dropping photography, straightforward explanations, and fun activities. The design is refreshed, the text updated, and eight pages of activities have been included to reinforce your child's learning. It's the perfect beginner's reference
book for children aged 7-9 who are curious about all things dinosaurs. DK's First Encyclopedia series is a collection of first reference books for children covering a wide range of topics. Full of engaging photography, First Space Encyclopedia is perfect for children eager to learn about the solar system.
Packed with fantastic photography, First Human Body Encyclopedia is ideal for kids who want to discover the body from head to toe.
Dinosaurs: A Visual Encyclopedia
Encyclopedia Prehistorica Dinosaurs Pop-Up Special Edition
A Hongkong Story
The Definitive Pop-Up
A 3-D Prehistoric Dinosaur Pop-Up
15 Incredible Pop-Ups

Stylish artwork by award winner Owen Davey makes this 3-D introduction to dinosaurs a standout. Watch long-extinct creatures spring to life in a striking first pop-up book for budding paleontologists. Showcased are fifteen dinosaurs and
prehistoric reptiles, from Ankylosaurus to Velociraptor, each one accompanied by its name and pronunciation. At once simple and sophisticated, Owen Davey's striking pop-ups, with their geometric patterns of spiky scales, dramatic splotches, and
dotted feathers, are sure to mesmerize dinosaur aficionados of all ages.
Featuring more than thirty-five pop-ups, this companion volume to the bestselling Encyclopedia Prehistorica: Dinosaurs explores the prehistoric underwater world. It contains facts about massive prehistoric sharks, giant scorpions, colossal squid,
and more.
Provides readers of all ages with a colorful tour of medieval castles through detailed pop-up diagrams with informative and factual text about their construction, inhabitants, and the era in which they were used.
What Will Your New York Encounter Be? Strolling amid avant-garde architecture on the High LineWatching the sun set and city lights flicker from the Empire State BuildingDiscovering the next Warhol or Basquiat at the Dumbo Arts CenterGoing
underground after-hours with the beautiful people at Sullivan RoomShopping at a variety of markets - be it flea, farmers or the famed Chelsea MarketDining on dim sum (and then some) at Chinatown's Tai Pan Bakery Discover Twice the City in
Half the Time Full-color pull-out map for easy navigationOur local author recommends the best restaurants, shops, theaters, galleries and moreHand-picked highlights, itineraries and web resources help you make the most of a short tripNew
Yorkers share the love: meet a fashion designer, a CNN producer, head of PR for the New York Public Library and Emmy Award-winning musicians from Queens
My Encyclopedia of Very Important Dinosaurs
Dinosaurs and Prehistoric Life
Snappy Little Dinosaurs
A First Reference Book for Children
The Ultimate Dinosaur Encyclopedia
The Incorrigible Children of Ashton Place: Book III
From the origin of life, through the age of dinosaurs stalked by the terrifying Tyrannosaurus rex, to the earliest humans, this book tells the story of life on Earth. Dinosaurs may be the stars of the show, but the book is truly
comprehensive, with fossil plants, invertebrates, amphibians, fish, birds, reptiles, mammals, and even early bacteria conjuring up an entire past world. To put all of these extinct species in context, the book explores geological time and
the way life-forms are classified. It also looks at how fossils preserve the story of evolution, and how it can be deciphered. The chapter on "Young Earth" explains how forces shaped Earth and steered the course of life. The main part of
the book - "Life on Earth" - lays out and catalogues the rich story of life, from its beginnings 4 billion years ago, through each geological period, such as the Jurassic and Cretaceous, to the present. The stunning visuals and
authoritative text make Dinosaurs and Prehistoric Life a fascinating and revealing encyclopedia that will appeal to the whole family.
The kings of pop-up return with the magical new Encyclopedia Mythologica series! In the first of a thrilling new pop-up trilogy, the masterminds behind the phenomenal Encyclopedia Prehistorica explore the characters of magic and
myth with glittering special effects. Fairies take to the air on fluttering wings, while pixies, gnomes, goblins and trolls career across the pages. Peer through the windows of the Elven Castle to see the magical interior and marvel at the
enchanted tree and transforming flowers. Unicorns, griffins, merfolk and other fantastical beasts from all around the world are also covered in this breath-taking start to the series.
Of especially naughty children it is sometimes said, "They must have been raised by wolves." The Incorrigible children actually were. Since returning from London, the three Incorrigible children and their plucky governess, Miss
Penelope Lumley, have been exceedingly busy. Despite their wolfish upbringing, the children have taken up bird-watching, with no unfortunate consequences—yet. And a perplexing gift raises hard questions about how Penelope came
to be left at the Swanburne Academy for Poor Bright Females and why her parents never bothered to return for her. But hers is not the only family mystery to solve. When Lord Fredrick's long-absent mother arrives with the noted
explorer Admiral Faucet, gruesome secrets tumble out of the Ashton family tree. And when the admiral's prized racing ostrich gets loose in the forest, it will take all the Incorrigibles' skills to find her. The hunt for the runaway ostrich
is on. But Penelope is worried. Once back in the wild, will the children forget about books and poetry and go back to their howling, wolfish ways? What if they never want to come back to Ashton Place at all?
See prehistoric predators of all sizes come to life with Dino World, the trifold pop-up book! Experience dinosaurs like you’ve never seen them before with innovative paper crafting that breathes new life into prehistoric scenes. The
extraordinary artwork of paleoartist Julius Csotonyi leaps off the page for a stunning experience like no other. Featuring cool facts about each dinosaur, including the massive T. rex and crafty raptors, as well as eye-catching lifelike
scenes, learning about prehistory has never been this fun. Dinosaur lovers of all ages will adore this book!
Dragons and Monsters
Mega-beasts
The Essential Guide to Cooking with the Most Important Ingredient in Your Kitchen
Atlas of Animal Adventures
Dinosaurs: In Your Face! [With 3-D Glasses]
Natural Wonders, Exciting Experiences and Fun Festivities from the Four Corners of the Globe

This visual guide offers a comprehensive insight into prehistoric life. Starting with the beginning of life on Earth, each section progresses from plants and the first amphibians to early reptiles and the first dinosaurs.
Pop-up illustrations capture the nature of common phobias, including the dentist's drill, heights, flying, and spiders
Rhyming text and pop-up illustrations introduce such dinosaurs as triceratops, velociraptor, and ankylosaurus.
This is an utterly original and completely beguiling prose novel about a boy who has to write a poem, and then another, and then even more. Soon the little boy is writing about all sorts of things he has not really come to terms with, and astounding things start to happen.
Peter Pan
Encyclopedia of Dinosaurs
New York Encounter
The Dinosaurs of Waterhouse Hawkins
First Dinosaur Encyclopedia
The Illustrated Encyclopedia of Dinosaurs
Head off on a journey of discovery with this follow-up to the best-selling Atlas of Adventures! This book collects together nature s most unmissable events from between the two poles, including epic migrations, extraordinary behaviours, and
Herculean habits. Find hundreds of things to spot and learn new facts about every animal.
You've never seen a dinosaur book like this before! The Ultimate Dinosaur Encyclopedia is a whole new type of encyclopedia, developed in conjunction with cutting-edge 3D-art and science. Using groundbreaking recent research, palaeontologist Chris
Barker recreates the world of prehistoric giants with photorealistic images more lifelike than any you've seen before. Use the free AR app to view the pages, and you'll see dinosaurs spring into life with stunning 3D. As well as learning about their
appearance and behaviours, the app lets you see them as breathtaking life-size models. Selected pages even have video clips that seem to play right on the page. Short of hopping in a time machine, it's the best way to get close to these amazing
animals. The book explores every era of prehistoric life, beginning with the origins of life in the world's oceans, moving to the first land-based vertebrates, and on to the reign of the dinosaurs and beyond. Based on only the most modern and authentic
science, some familiar dinosaurs take on a whole new appearance. See these majestic creatures in their natural habitat, understand their parallels with modern animals, and learn everything about how they moved, ate, fought and hunted.
Silent hush of snowy white... This jewel of a book celebrates the wonders of winter, from snow dancing across branches to the scrape of an ice skate across a pond to the whoosh of a sled down a hill. With magnificent pop-ups by legendary writer, artist,
and paper engineer Robert Sabuda, this book is a joy to share and a perfect book to give to celebrate the winter season in all its glory.
Provides comprehensive capsule profiles of every important dinosaur find from the past two centuries, in a lavishly illustrated compendium that includes coverage of dinosaur eras, habitats, and life cycles. Original.
An Illuminating History of Mr. Waterhouse Hawkins, Artist and Lecturer
Animals and plants to amaze, surprise, and astonish!
The Dinosaur Book
Dino World
The Unseen Guest
Medieval Days and Knights
Presents information about popular dinosaurs as well as many lesser-known varieties as each of the six spreads features one large pop-up, and booklets of smaller pop-ups and text.
The NEW YORK TIMES best-selling series — now in a dazzling collectible boxed set For the first time, the mastery of Matthew Reinhart and Robert Sabuda is presented in a deluxe boxed set along with three exclusive "stand-ups." Included are the books DINOSAURS, SHARKS AND OTHER SEA MONSTERS, and MEGA-BEASTS, as well as
a pull-out drawer containing a trio of creatures specially created for this collection.
Using pop-up illustrations and fold out pages introduces some of the largest, and smallest, prehistoric animals.
Presents six mythical monsters and dragons from different cultures, including such figures as Medusa, Kraken. and Bigfoot, in a text with pop-up illustrations.
World Encyclopedia of Dinosaurs and Prehistoric Creatures
Fairies and Magical Creatures
Dinosaurs
Origins of the Bill of Rights
Dinosaurs and Prehistoric Life: the Definitive Visual Guide to Prehistoric Animals
Sabuda & Reinhart Present Castle
Salt has been an essential dining element since the invention of the kitchen table. But today, specialty salts come in a vast variety of forms and flavors. Smokey salts, salts infused with clay or charcoal, herby and
spicy salts, salt with extra umami or a hint of sugar are being added to many recipes, to layer more flavor, and not simply to enhance the flavors already there. It’s a feast for the tongue, and colorful salts also add
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visual interest to dishes, and the varying textures add crunch. But how do you decide which to buy—and how do you get the most out of them once you’ve brought them back home to your kitchen? Salt will show you how to
choose and how use them in simple, delicious recipes for every meal of the day. You will learn how to cook, cure, and bake with them. Plus, you’ll find a market guide that describes the different types of specialty and
infused salts, discover ways to cook with salt blocks, and even how to organize your own salt tasting at home. More than 100 mouthwatering recipes—plus nearly 50 varieties of infused salts—with beautiful, full-color
photography will help you transform this classic, humble ingredient into a star seasoning.
An essential encyclopedia for young paleontologists containing over 1000 visual illustrations to learn more about dinosaurs and other prehistoric creatures. Engage in amazing interesting facts about dinosaurs - the most
awe-inspiring creatures to have ever lived. The Dinosaur Book brings you face-to-face with incredible creatures in fully colored images and realistic digital reconstructions. The largest footprints in history aren't just
a footnote. Believed to have lived between 230 - 65 million years ago, this ebook contains everything prehistoric from dinosaurs and flying pterosaurs, to marine reptiles and early mammals, even prehistoric plants, some
of which still live today. Find out about great herbivores and ferocious predators such as the Tyrannosaurus, Hadrosaur, Quetzalcoatlus and Stegosaurus. Learn about fun facts and recent discoveries like the amazing
uncovering of a 110 million-year-old dinosaur named Nodosaur. Go on the journey of history's longest-lived periods of life on the planet. Find out how amazing fossilized remains inform us about how they lived and how new
feathered dinosaurs were discovered. The Dinosaur Book is filled with fun educational facts that will answer your young dino-lovers curiosity and take a detailed approach in explaining the "what, why and how's." A FaceTo-Face Experience With Amazing Dinosaurs! Includes incredible images and hundreds of fascinating dinosaur facts. Discover the past as you read about an amazing array of prehistoric life forms, dinosaur fossils, what
creatures lived before dinosaurs, the age of fish, early life on land and even explore which trees survived the big bang and are still with us today. Easy to read with detailed illustrations that makes the book even
easier to understand, this dinosaur encyclopedia is a gem for young minds curious about prehistoric life on earth. The Dinosaur Book takes you on a journey through: -Before the Dinosaurs -The Age of Dinosaurs -The Marine
World -The Rise of Animals -And more... This spectacular visual guide puts your young reader up close with amazing dinosaurs and other sensational prehistoric creatures. Learn about new dinosaur names, where they lived,
what they ate, how they defended themselves, and much more.
A history of the origins of the Bill of Rights. Leonard W. Levy offers a panoramic view of the liberties secured by the first ten amendments of the Constitution and illuminates the behind-the-scenes manoeuvrings, public
rhetoric and political motivations of James Madison and others.
Life will not be contained in this exciting and interactive pop-up journey through the entire Jurassic saga—from pop-up legend Matthew Reinhart. The hit Jurassic World series recaptivated audiences globally when it
unleashed an island of new and terrifyingly realistic dinosaurs on the world. Inspired by director Steven Spielberg’s 1993 classic Jurassic Park, the iconic saga has ushered in a whole new generation of film fans.
Featuring explosive, pop-off-the-page depictions of the Tyrannosaurus rex, Velociraptor, and other prehistoric favorites, this deluxe pop-up book traces the evolution of the Jurassic Park and Jurassic World sagas across
three decades of major motion pictures. Presented in a dynamic 360-degree format that allows fans to view and participate in the action from all sides, Jurassic World: The Ultimate Pop-Up Book also includes interactive
pull-tabs and hidden surprises. Bigger than a T. rex and smarter than a Raptor, Jurassic World: The Ultimate Pop-Up Book is the definitive interactive exploration of the most gargantuan saga in movie history.
The Incorrigible Children of Ashton Place: Book II
Enhanced with Stunning Interactive 3D Models and Videos
The Pop-Up Book of Phobias
Encyclopedia Prehistorica
Salt
Sharks and Other Sea Monsters

"While dinosaurs patrolled the lands, massive prehistoric sharks, giant scorpions, and colossal squid cruised the ancient oceans - most with just one thing in mind: eat or be eaten. In this companion
volume to the ... ENCYCLOPEDIA PREHISTORICA: DINOSAURS, pop-up masters Robert Sabuda and Matthew Reinhart explore the prehistoric underwater world, where monsters like megalodon ruled the waves. Full of
captivating facts and more than 35 breathtaking pop-ups ... for everyone from budding marine biologists to confirmed landlubbers. After all, if prehistoric coelacanths and crocodiles are still around,
what else might be lurking in today's largely unexplored oceans?"--Publisher's description.
Paralyzed by a tragic chairlift accident, seventeen-year-old competitive skier Lily struggles with the loss of her Olympic dreams before meeting a young man, Teddy, who has overcome his own devastating
injuries to pursue an enriching life.
Winners
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